EXPERENTIAL
Little Spoon will host baby food preparation demos in
grocery stores. While people expect them to be short,
the demos will be in real time, and will take 5 hours.
A basket will be placed by the presentation with Little
Spoon samples, encouraging them to avoid the hassle
of making baby food and order with us.

PARTNERSHIP: HelloFresh

Little Spoon partners with HelloFresh to eliminate
another step from your online ordering routine.

VIDEO

In this purposely long spot, Little Spoon demonstrates what it really takes to make baby food. Please watch highlight reel to get a feel for this spot.

0:00:00-0:00:10

0:28:19 - 0:47:30

Open on overhead shot of cutting board with hands and ingredients. Shot stays
here the whole video. Cheery music.

SUPER: 		

SUPER: 		

How to make baby food. Brought to you by Little Spoon

0:00:10 - 0:00:20
Hands move ingredients into the center of the frame on the cutting board. As
the super lists a new ingredient, the hand touches it.
SUPER:
		
		
		
		

Step 1 : Gather the ingredients
Broccoli
Avocado
Green Apple
Spirulina

2:03:12 - 2:18:34

She chops up all of her ingredients, apples slipping away from her as she slices.
Forgets to peel them and has to go back and peel the cubes of apple.

Spouse comes home and sets ingredients on board, they talk about the recipe
and realize she was going to have to heat it all up. Has debate about effects on
nutrition of food. Get frustrated and start googling it. Realize their baby is old
enough for raw avocado but not for apple.

0:47:31 - 1:01:23

2:18:35 - 2:32:14

SUPER:		

Dice all ingredients.

Blend in food processor

Puts all food into the food processor and baby starts crying from the other
room. Goes off screen to console the baby. Cooing from the other room.
1:01:24 - 1:22:56

Hands cannot find spirulina. Music stops.

With the baby in her arm comes back into the room and turns on the food
processor, but she forgets the lid. Food flies everywhere. SHe panics, the baby
cries while covered in avocado. She cleans off the baby, takes them to have
tummy time in the other room, and cries for 15 minutes.

PERSON:

1:22:57 - 1:45:11

Wait, what the heck is Spirulina?

0:00:20 - 0:05:45
Researching spirulina, trying to figure out why they need it, what it does for the
baby. Goes off camera for a while to check cabinets for spirulina.

Comes back into shot and begins cleaning everything while calling her spouse.
Tells them what happened and asks to pick up avocados and more apples in
addition to the spirulina. Her spouse tries to calm her down telling her they’ll
be home soon.

0:05:46 - 0:28:18

1:45:12 - 2:03:12

Calls spouse to ask about picking up spirulina from the grocery store which
then turns into a conversation about how their day was. As they talk , she’s
washing ingredients.

Watches recipe tutorial videos, scrolls through social media and gets annoyed
at the other moms who look perfect online, she goes and tries to put the baby
to bed again.

Baby starts to cry again, this time, they need a diaper change. Spouse goes to
take care of it while she mashes apple in the food processor and cuts avocados
again.
2:32:15 - 2:41:56
Puts apple on the stove and purees the rest of the ingredients in the food processor while waiting on apple to be safe. Spouse comes back in with baby,
saying they cried every time they put her down. The whisper argue about how
this is too hard.
2:41:57 - 2:44:08
Whisper talk about other options and end on Little spoon, because it would
save a lot of time every week. Opens app.
ART CARD:		
			
ART CARD:		
ART CARD:		
ART CARD:		

If you watched this whole video, then you
know how long it takes to make baby food.
Save your time and sanity
And let us handle it.
Little Spoon. Handmade without the Headache

